Subaru outback knock sensor

The Subaru knock sensor is a device that outputs a signal that is read by the ECU engine
control unit to determine if engine knock is present. If the ECU believes it is detecting engine
knock, it then retards the ignition timing until knock is no longer detected. Typically any vehicle
that has an ECU engine control unit utilizes a knock sensor. The style has changed a few times,
mainly in the connector. On H6 engines the location is somewhat different. Knock sensor
removal is fairly straightforward on the normally aspirated 1. The service manual says to
remove a bunch of parts including the intake manifold, but it is really not necessary. With a
flexible socket extension the knock sensor is fairly simple to remove. These codes mean the
ECU has detected an electrical issue with the knock sensor circuit. It does not mean the ECU is
detecting knock. The ECU can only detect an electrical issue with the knock sensor circuit. The
circuit may look ok to the ECU, but if the knock sensor itself is outputting faulty information that
is still an issue. For example, the output waveform from the knock sensor may look as if knock
is occuring when in reality it is not. The result is the ECU retards timing. And retarded timing
equals loss of power and fuel economy. At the right is an image of a cracked Subaru knock
sensor. This article was written by Lewis Werner. It was last updated July 2, and first published
November 15, If you have questions about the article, please click here to view the author's
contact information including e-mail address, telephone number and mailing address. July 2,
Author: Lewis Werner In this article we will address Subaru knock sensor purpose, problems,
replacement and more! About the Author This article was written by Lewis Werner. Post new
comment Content. We just believe they make the finest vehicles available so we created this
website for Subaru enthusiasts. Have corrections, questions, or comments about an article?
Contact us. For decades Subaru has offered hard working and reliable cars that consumers can
trust to do the job. With exceptional efficiency specs as well as exceptional style, a quality
Subaru is a contemporary classic. When a problem develops or a component needs to be
replaced, don't economize with an unreliable part. Your Subaru Outback is meant to have the
correct parts to deliver its best performance. Rugged and durable trucks such as your
hill-busting Subaru Outback are meant to go anywhere and do anything wherever you drive but
they really have to have timely maintenance and top-notch parts to continue challenging all the
world's dangerous curves. A Subaru Outback is eager to dominate any challenge, but has got to
have top quality auto parts in order to get to where you want to go. The Subaru you chose was
manufactured with the highest care and skill; it should get new replacement parts with a similar
top level of quality. Your car or truck has a place in your heart because of its excellent
performance and great style, so to keep it going in its best shape you'll need the acme in
high-quality parts. Invest in your vehicle's components by purchasing the finest in high-quality
engine parts. By monitoring your engine's ignition timing, the Subaru Outback Knock Sensor
ensures efficient performance regardless of conditions. A Subaru Outback Knock Sensor is a
part that lets the motor to run at optimal range while it cuts back fuel consumption. Subaru
Outback Knock Sensors operate with a computer to monitor cylinder firing continuously so as
to avoid motor knock, which may cause problems. Sometimes the hardest thing about restoring
your vehicle is finding a dependable source for the best parts. Servicing a car or truck with
premium quality parts is the smartest move, time after time. No matter whether you drive an
exotic sports car or a minivan, we have the parts you need here at PartsGeek. They are available
for the following Subaru Outback years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 19, 18, 17, 16, 15, 14, 13, 12, 11,
10, 09, 08, 07, 06, 05, 04, 03, 02, 01, This part is also sometimes called Subaru Outback Engine
Sensors. The Knock sensor fitted well and solved my problem of Red sign on my dashboard. It
is working very well. It fitted well too. I use Parts Geek because they have much better prices
than the dealership and with just a little research I find parts that are identical to the one I'm
replacing. The knock sensor looked exactly like the one I was replacing, which gives me peace
of mind that I am using the correct part. Part arrived in protective wrapping; after installation it
performed as per spec, and the engine code was removed. Came with small packet of grease for
bolt. This part was exactly as it was labeled. ITs was the same one that come with the car and
was shipped fast can track the whole way works like a charm Thank You Steve. Skip to main
content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30
days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your product. See customer
service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always
has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Replacement Knock Sensor.
Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Product SKU: W Shipping Options: Ground,
Overnight, 2 Day. Delphi AS Knock Sensor. Features: years of OE experience, supplier to the
world's top automakers, OE Heritage and knowledge built into every aftermarket part. Delphi
knock sensors help maximize engine performance with all fuels Delphi knock sensors prevent
against engine damage from pre-ignition knocking Flat frequency response allows the same
sensor to be used on different engines and the sensor responds to knock frequencies higher

than the primary frequency Ground-isolated design with 2-wire shielded harness helps protect
the sensor signal from electro-magnetic interference EMI Self-generating piezoelectric design
requires no power to the sensor. Beck Arnley Knock Sensor. Hitachi W Knock Sensor. Features:
Reinforced and extra-strength components are used to reduce chance of part failure and
prevent corrosion and moisture penetration. Mounting threads match OE for easy, worry free
installation. API Knock Sensor. Product SKU: Read more reviews. Catalog: E. Vehicle Engine
Subaru Outback. Catalog: A. Delphi knock sensors help maximize engine performance with all
fuels Delphi knock sensors prevent against engine damage from pre-ignition knocking Flat
frequency response allows the same sensor to be used on different engines and the sensor
responds to knock frequencies higher than the primary frequency Ground-isolated design with
2-wire shielded harness helps protect the sensor signal from electro-magnetic interference EMI
Self-generating piezoelectric design requires no power to the sensor Condition: New Shipping
Options: Ground Fitment Information:. Catalog: B. Vehicle Subaru Outback. Catalog: H. Catalog:
C. Catalog: T. Catalog: P. Catalog: Q. Subaru performance engine parts don't have to break the
bank; PartsGeek. Purchasers who pick a Subaru recognize that quality and style are worth the
time and energy; the right parts will keep your vehicle going strong. For distinguished style at a
more economical cost, vehicle buyers turn to Subaru to match their vehicle wishes. A Subaru
Knock Sensor is a part that lets your power plant to run at its best and lessens gas
consumption. Subaru Knock Sensors operate with a computer to monitor spark timing
continuously so as to avoid motor knock, which can cause problems. This specific device
ensures your vehicle's operating at its highest level of performance for the least volume of fuel.
When you look for reliable car or truck components, you often end up with more questions than
answers, so you can depend on our expert live automotive specialists to give you answers.
When you're craving the very best deals on excellent parts at excellent rates, set your browser
to I have order parts from other stores on line, but I have found that the reliability at your store
Parts Geek is admirable, the parts that I have order have been on time plus the prices are very
competitive Thank you for that reliability! Regards, Mario Valdez. Received the product quickly
as usual. It is the exact replacement for my car and it fixed my problem. Love you guys. Skip to
main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket
within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your product. See
customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek
always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! B9 Tribeca. XV Crosstrek. Beck Arnley.
DIY Solutions. Standard Motor Products. Subaru Distributor. Subaru Electronic Control Unit.
Subaru Computer Chip Programmer. Subaru Spark Plugs. Subaru Alternator. Subaru Distributor
Rotor. Subaru Reference Sensor. Subaru Starter. Click to Enlarge. Replacement Knock Sensor.
Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Product SKU: W Shipping Options: Ground,
Overnight, 2 Day. Delphi AS Knock Sensor. Features: years of OE experience, supplier to the
world's top automakers, OE Heritage and knowledge built into every aftermarket part. Delphi
knock sensors help maximize engine performance with all fuels Delphi knock sensors prevent
against engine damage from pre-ignition knocking Flat frequency response allows the same
sensor to be used on different engines and the sensor responds to knock frequencies higher
than the primary frequency Ground-isolated design with 2-wire shielded harness helps protect
the sensor signal from electro-magnetic interference EMI Self-generating piezoelectric design
requires no power to the sensor. Beck Arnley Knock Sensor. Features: Reinforced and
extra-strength components are used to reduce chance of part failure and prevent corrosion and
moisture penetration. Mounting threads match OE for easy, worry free installation. API Knock
Sensor. Product SKU: Read more reviews. Catalog: E. Vehicle Engine Subaru Legacy. Vehicle
Subaru Legacy. Vehicle Position Subaru Forester. Vehicle Engine Subaru Outback. Vehicle
Engine Subaru Forester. Catalog: A. Delphi knock sensors help maximize engine performance
with all fuels Delphi knock sensors prevent against engine damage from pre-ignition knocking
Flat frequency response allows the same sensor to be used on different engines and the sensor
responds to knock frequencies higher than the primary frequency Ground-isolated design with
2-wire shielded harness helps protect the sensor signal from electro-magnetic interference EMI
Self-generating piezoelectric design requires no power to the sensor Condition: New Shipping
Options: Ground Fitment Information:. Catalog: B. Vehicle Subaru Forester. Vehicle Engine
Subaru Impreza. Catalog: H. Catalog: C. Catalog: T. Catalog: P. Catalog: Q. Fits Baja, Forester,
Impreza, Legacy, Outback, STI Knock Sensor A failed Knock Sensor will often have no not
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iceable symptoms beyond a check engine light or engine ping or knock, but it does cause your

Subaru to operate inefficiently and produce higher emissions. Our technicians have access to
manufacturer-approved repair processes and Subaru genuine parts. Find Parts That Fit:.
Ignition Knock Detonation Sensor. Part Number : AA Full Diagram. View All Diagrams. Related
Products. Bumper Guard Bracket Right, Front. Please select a dealer to view local pricing.
Liberty Auto City Subaru. Shop Now. Distance: Kenosha Subaru. Wilde Subaru. Enter your zip
code: View More Retailers. People Also Bought. Engine Coolant Bypass Pipe. Pipe Complete
Water. Turbocharger Oil Line. Engine Coolant Bypass Hose. Guide Timing Belt. Email this
product. Email Address. Links Subaru. Legal Policies. While every reasonable effort is made to
ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained
on these pages. Please verify any information in question with a sales representative.

